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ABSTRACT

Bar formation in galaxies is still a subject of debate. We have gained valuable insight to how bars

form and evolve from isolated galaxy simulations. Galactic bars evolve in galaxies in highly complex

environments with multiple satellite interactions, mergers, gas accretion events, star-formation and

gas in-fall to the central supermassive black hole (SMBH). These bars simultaneously interact with

their host galaxies’ dark matter halos. In this paper, we investigate bar formation in cosmological

simulations, which is important for understanding galaxy formation, as well as understanding the

formation of galactic bars. We study 13 high resolution MW-mass galaxies from the zoomed-in cosmo-

hydro simulation FIRE2 (Feedback in Realistic Environments) to first ask: Do the FIRE galaxies have

bars? How do bars form and when does bar formation fail? We find examples where bars form due to

satellite interactions and others where bars form secularly in the disk. The stellar feedback prescription

in FIRE2, which affects starburst and gas dynamics, and the lack of black hole feedback to mitigate

the gas in the galaxy center, together make the disk kinematically hot, such that bars are shorter than

the MW-bar, rotate faster, and are mostly short-lived. Using predictions from controlled simulations

for varied dark matter and stellar distributions at the galaxy center, we explain the morphological

differences between the bars in FIRE2 and TNG50 and connect them to differences in the physics

implementations of the two codes. In addition to known influences on bar formation such as mergers

and the mass ratio of stellar to dark matter in the inner galaxy, we argue that the burstiness of stellar

feedback plays a crucial role in bar formation, and we hypothesize that some of the differences between

bars in FIRE2 and other cosmological simulations will be resolved in FIRE3.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bars are triaxial structures at the centres of galaxy

disks, that form through global disk instabilities. Stars

in barred potentials follow elongated orbits. Multiple

observational studies have looked into the population of

barred galaxies and their properties in the local Uni-

verse (Barazza et al. 2008; Willett et al. 2013; Simmons

et al. 2014; Buta et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2019). Nearly

two thirds of the star-forming disk galaxies in the local

Universe are barred, but the fraction of barred galaxies

is observed to decrease with redshift (Sheth et al. 2008;

Masters et al. 2011; Melvin et al. 2014; Simmons et al.

2014).

If we compare the fraction of barred galaxies in ob-

servations and bar fraction estimates from state of the

art cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, there is

∗ Released on March, 1st, 2021
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a clear discrepancy in the bar fraction for a range of

galaxy stellar masses (Zhao et al. 2020; Roshan et al.

2021). The cosmological simulations produce too few

barred galaxies in the low mass end and too many in the

high mass end compared to observations. We are lim-

ited by the observational bias to see only bright galax-

ies at higher and higher redshifts and also the observa-

tional results of bar detection can be affected by the

lower limit of angular resolution of the survey below

which the shorter length bars cannot be detected (Erwin

2018; Rosas-Guevara et al. 2022). The mismatch leads

to questions of whether bars and their properties are

well reproduced in cosmological simulations. In other

words, we still need to uncover how bars form in realis-

tic environments.

Studies using isolated galaxy evolution simulations

have explored different formation mechanisms in con-

trolled simulations with fine-tuned initial conditions.

Disk dynamics of how and why bars form have been

studied in great details in the past (Hohl 1971; Julian
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& Toomre 1966; Ostriker & Peebles 1973; Sellwood &

Wilkinson 1993; Sellwood 2014). These studies have

shown that bars form during secular evolution of disk

galaxies (Gadotti 2011; Sellwood 2014) and during en-

counters with other galaxies or satellite galaxies (Gerin

et al. 1990; Ghosh et al. 2021). Some of the studies

have also shown that bars can be destroyed and re-

generated (Cavanagh et al. 2022). Detailed studies of

the bar in the Milky Way (MW) have played a crucial

role in understanding its dynamics, formation and evo-

lution (Bovy et al. 2019) using APOGEE and Gaia data

(Lucey et al. 2022). Other studies estimate the MW bar

pattern speed using action space (Trick et al. 2021; Trick

2022) and transverse velocities (Sanders et al. 2019), and

Grion Filho et al. (2021) has studied high resolution

numerical simulations of galaxy interactions (analogous

to MW-Sagittarius dwarf galaxy system) that can re-

sult in bar formation. Bars play a major role in star

formation (Aguerri 1999), secular evolution of galaxies

(Gadotti 2011; Sellwood 2014), stellar and gas dynam-

ics (Sheth et al. 2005; Khoperskov et al. 2018; Seo et al.

2019;  Lokas 2020). The bar-halo connection has been

explored in detail using isolated galaxy evolution simu-

lations (Athanassoula 2002; Athanassoula & Misiriotis

2002), where bars slow down through transfer of angu-

lar momentum to the dark matter halos and the rest of

the disk in the host galaxy due to angular momentum

exchange.

However, bars in the Universe evolve in a complex en-

vironment: their host galaxies undergo multiple satellite

interactions, mergers, gas accretion events, and star for-

mation while the bars simultaneously interact with the

host’s dark matter halo. Past studies have also shown

that bars can direct material into the central supermas-

sive black hole in a galaxy, coupling bar formation to

black hole feedback (Shlosman et al. 1989; Hopkins &

Quataert 2011; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2021; González-

Alfonso et al. 2021). All the above processes can simul-

taneously affect bar formation in cosmological simula-

tions, making it difficult to disentangle the contribution

of each phenomena. Even after decades of studies, bar

formation in the cosmological context is a subject of de-

bate. Thus, investigating bar formation and reproduc-

ing their observed properties in cosmological simulations

is an important step in understanding galaxy formation.

Fragkoudi et al. (2021) studied 16 Milky Way mass

barred galaxies from the Auriga Project (Grand et al.

2017) to find a majority (∼ 75%) of fast bars (which

implies that the ratio of corotation to bar radius, R =

RCR/Rb < 1.4 (Elmegreen et al. 1996). Fragkoudi et al.

(2021) further explain that their simulations are able to

produce fast bars because of the higher baryon to dark

matter fraction which leads to less dynamical friction on

the bars, that keep the bars fast for longer duration com-

pared to other cosmological simulations like EAGLE and

Illustris (Algorry et al. 2017; Peschken &  Lokas 2019)

which have lower baryon to dark matter fraction. Ob-

servations show that bars are generally fast (R < 1.4).

But most of the cosmological simulations (EAGLE, Il-

lustris) have slow bars (R > 1.4) (Algorry et al. 2017;

Peschken &  Lokas 2019; Roshan et al. 2021). This is the

slow bar problem.

Various factors can affect the bar characteristics and

bar formation in the cosmological simulations: Stellar

feedback, AGN feedback and baryon (or stellar) to dark

matter ratio. Even though large volume simulations

like Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014a,b), IllustrisTNG

(Weinberger et al. 2017; Pillepich et al. 2018) and EA-

GLE (Schaye et al. 2015) produce a substantial number

of galaxies with different morphologies, they are con-

strained to keep a balance between mass and spatial

resolution and the computational time. The zoomed-

in simulations like Auriga (Grand et al. 2017), NIHAO

(Wang et al. 2015), FIRE (Hopkins 2015a) and FIRE2

(Hopkins et al. 2018) do not have the large number of

galaxy sample in a narrow galaxy mass range, but the in-

terstellar medium (ISM) and disk scale heights in these

simulations are well resolved (Garrison-Kimmel et al.

2018) in addition to the cosmological evolution of the

galaxies in these simulations. With a more resolved ISM,

stellar feedback and AGN feedback are implemented in

a way that it more close to reality. Additionally, the

dark matter halos and subhalos in these simulations are

highly resolved. High resolution dark matter halos are

essential for studying bar dynamics and bar characteris-

tics (Dubinski et al. 2009) to avoid numerical disk heat-

ing and numerical artifacts in the simulations. The dif-

ferences among the zoom-in simulations are also impor-

tant. For example, Fragkoudi et al. (2021) show that the

barred galaxies in the Illustris and EAGLE simulations

have more dark matter compared to the Auriga simula-

tions, which is the suggested explanation by Fragkoudi

et al. (2021) that the bars are slow (R > 1.4) in these

simulations. All these simulations are different in some

aspect, but it is important to study the effect of mul-

tiple physical parameters (in different resolutions and

sample space) for a complete understanding of the bar

formation process.

In this work, we look at the 13 high resolution Milky

Way mass galaxies from the zoomed-in cosmo-hydro

simulation FIRE2 (Feedback in Realistic Environments)

suite (Hopkins et al. 2018). One of the galaxies in this

simulation suite have been studied in detail by Debat-

tista et al. (2019), where the authors have found a bar
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that transforms to an X-shaped bulge at the end of evo-

lution. Zoom-in simulations can play an important role

in studying the complex physical phenomena that affects

bar formation in a cosmological environment. In this

context, it is also important to understand how differ-

ent zoom-in simulations, for example, FIRE and Auriga

form bars. If there are differences in the bar properties

and the physics governing bar formation, testing with

simulations having different prescriptions to implement

sub-grid physical models is important.

We use the FIRE2 simulations to ask: How do bars

form and when does bar formation fail? We investigate

whether the FIRE2 bars are transient or long lived. We

also ask if the disk properties affect the bar formation

process. And we finally compare the FIRE2 bars to the

bars in other cosmological simulations.

In this paper, we first describe the FIRE-2 simulations

and the sample of galaxies that we use in our study (sec-

tion 2). We then present the different methods we use

to analyse the sample galaxies in section 3. We present

the results in section 4, on the different mechanisms of

bar formation in FIRE2 galaxies, how bar formation is

affected by the host disk and halo properties and show

the evolution of some of the bar properties. In the next

section (4.4) we investigate why some of the galaxies in

FIRE2 do not form a bar. In section 5 we discuss the

major findings of this study and we conclude in section

6.

2. THE FIRE2 SIMULATIONS

In this section we introduce the zoomed-in cosmolog-

ical hydrodynamical simulations FIRE21 (Feedback in

Realistic Environments) (Hopkins et al. 2018) and the

data set of 13 Milky Way mass galaxies, all of which

are run with the GIZMO code (Hopkins 2015b, 2017).

GIZMO implements a gravity solver (TREE+PM) with

a Lagrangian mesh-less, finite-mass method for hydro-

dynamics with the FIRE2 physics model (Hopkins et al.

2018). In this prescription the interstellar medium

(ISM) of galaxies is modelled with mono-age, mono-

abundance stellar population and stellar feedback is ex-

ecuted using the stellar evolution models from STAR-

BURST99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) using the Kroupa

(2001) initial mass function (IMF). The galaxies form

hierarchically from an early phase of multiple interac-

tions with satellite galaxies and large starburst events

to well settled thick and thin disks (Yu et al. 2021)

showing moderate starbursts in the later part of evo-

lution.

1 See FIRE project website: https://fire.northwestern.edu/

Table 1. Summary of z∼ 0 properties of the FIRE2
Milky Way type galaxies used in this study.

Simulation M?,90(M�) M200m(M�) Reference

(1) (2) (3) (4)

m12w 5.7× 1010 1.08× 1012 (S20)

m12r 1.7× 1010 1.10× 1012 (S20)

m12i 6.3× 1010 1.18× 1012 (W16)

m12c 5.8× 1010 1.35× 1012 (G19a)

m12b 8.5× 1010 1.43× 1012 (G19a)

m12m 1.1× 1011 1.58× 1012 (H18)

m12f 7.9× 1010 1.71× 1012 (G17)

m12juliet 3.8× 1010 1.10× 1012 (G19a)

m12romeo 6.6× 1010 1.32× 1012 (G19a)

m12louise 2.6× 1010 1.15× 1012 (G19a)

m12thelma 7.1× 1010 1.43× 1012 (G19a)

m12remus 4.6× 1010 1.22× 1012 (G19b)

m12romulus 9.1× 1010 2.08× 1012 (G19b)

Note—M200m : Total mass of the dark matter halo
within radius R200m inside which the mean density is
200 × the matter density of the Universe,
M?,90 : Stellar mass within a spherical radius that en-
closes 90% of the stellar mass within 20 kpc; Refer-
ences: Samuel et al. 2020, (S20); Wetzel et al. 2016,
(W16); Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019a, (G19a); Hop-
kins et al. 2018, (H18);Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017,
(G19); Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019b, (G19b). For
more details of the individual simulations see Wetzel
et al. (2022).

FIRE2 simulations account for multiple physical

phenomena to implement stellar feedback: radia-

tive heating and cooling with free-free photoioniza-

tion/recombination, photoelectric, Compton effect, dust

collision and cosmic rays). FIRE2 considers molecu-

lar, metal-line and fine structure processes by tracking

11 different species separately. Star formation is im-

plemented in self-gravitating molecular gas considering

jeans instability, self-shielding (following Hopkins et al.

(2013)) and number density n > 1000 cm−3. FIRE2

disks are more disk dominated than the TNG50 galax-

ies and possibly also from other Illustris and EAGLE

galaxies. The FIRE simulations are able to produce disk

scale heights (at z = 0) that are comparable to the scale

heights of Milky Way mass galaxies (Garrison-Kimmel

et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2021; Gurvich et al. 2022a). Al-

though, the stellar feedback prescription in FIRE2 make

the disks hotter (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018; Yu et al.

https://fire.northwestern.edu/
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2021; Gurvich et al. 2022a), with high stellar dispersion.

The disks form with a bursty star formation and eventu-

ally settles into a calm disk later in the evolution. The

FIRE2 galaxies do not have a central supermassive black

hole, hence there is no AGN feedback.

2.1. Milky Way mass galaxies of FIRE2

In this work, we specifically study 13 galaxies in

FIRE2 (see Table 1) having present day mass similar

to the Milky Way, M200m = 1−2×1012 M�, 7 of which

are isolated hosts interacting with less massive satellites

and 6 hosts that are in systems analogous to the MW-

M31 pair. The initial stellar mass of each star during

their formation is ∼ 7100 M� that may eventually de-

crease due to stellar mass loss. The stellar and dark

matter softening lengths are fixed based on the typical

inter-particle spacing and the gas particles have a adap-

tive softening length (minimum of 1 pc) (Hopkins et al.

2018). The simulation snapshots are saved at a frame

rate of ∼ 25 Myrs from a redshift of z=2 and ∼ 2.2 Myr

for the last 22 Myr of the evolution.

We study the FIRE2 galaxies for bar formation when

the galaxies have already settled into a disk during the

later part of evolution when the majority disk particles

have more kinetic energy in circular motion compared

to random motion (for more details on disk formation

see Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2018)). In the early phase

of evolution, there are a large number of interaction

and merger events with satellite galaxies when the host

galaxy is mostly dispersion dominated. Each of the disks

become more rotation dominated at different point of

evolution as studied in detail by Garrison-Kimmel et al.

(2018). In general, the FIRE2 galaxies are more disper-

sion dominated at redshift of z=0, in comparison with

the MW (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018). We also exam-

ine the bar characteristics in some of the FIRE2 galaxies

that have been re-run with cosmic ray physics (section

5).

3. METHODS

In this Section, we first inspect each FIRE simulation

to determine whether the galaxies develop galactic bars.

We then estimate the different bar characteristics for all

the galaxies and present features of the bars.

3.1. The FIRE bars and their strengths

The first question we ask about the FIRE galaxies is

whether each of them have galactic bars at any point in

their evolution. To check this, we look for bi-symmetric

features (bar-like structures) in the stellar surface den-

sity in the face-on view, at the central regions of the

galaxies. One way to find such features is to estimate

the bar strength of the stellar disk. The bar strength is

defined as the maximum amplitude of the m = 2 Fourier

mode of the 2D decomposition of the face-on stellar sur-

face density distribution of the galaxy (Athanassoula &

Misiriotis 2002; Athanassoula et al. 2013).

A2

A0
=

(√
a2

2 + b22
ΣN

i=1m?i

)
(1)

where, in general for the mth mode, am =

ΣN
i=1m?i cos(mθi), bm = ΣN

i=1m?i sin(mθi), θi is the az-

imuthal coordinate and m?i is the mass of ith stellar

particle. The bar strength captures the elongated bar-

like features (if a bar is present) in the central regions

of the disk and also all other asymmetric features in the

disk. Bar strength is sometimes estimated over an en-

tire region of the face-on projected density (for example

r25). This is the integrated bar strength over the whole

region. In a different method, bar strength is estimated

from the maximum value of A2/A0 in annular sections

of the stellar disk. Here, we use the latter method. We

consider the stellar disk within z = ±2 kpc from the

mid plane. We divide the disk into concentric circu-

lar annular regions of width ∆r = 50 pc, and estimate

A2/A0 from Equation (1) with the stellar particles in

these sections for all the snapshots from redshift z = 2.

At very early stages of evolution the medium is very

chaotic with multiple satellites merging and interacting

near the minimum of the gravitational potential well.

Only after the stellar disk has formed, can we expect

to detect any form of bar instability at the center of the

stellar disk with Equation (1). We present the snapshots

with the maximum bar strength at the central regions of

the disk for each simulation and alse present the bars in

Figure 1 at different lookback time2 (tlbt) of evolution,

and show their bar strength distribution in Figure 2.
We find bar strengths & 0.1 in 10 MW-mass galax-

ies in the FIRE2 simulations. m12f has the highest

bar strength of A2/A0|max = 0.203 (but for a short pe-

riod of time) and m12thelma shows the lowest peak bar

strength (A2/A0)max = 0.082. One of the bars in our

sample (m12m) has an X-shape in the younger popula-

tion of stars as studied previously by Debattista et al.

(2019). The authors have found a higher bar strength

(A2/A0|max ∼ 0.18), while we estimate the bar strength

of (A2/A0)max ∼ 0.11 possibly because they consider

the integrated bar strength by taking into account all

the stars inside their analysis volume (|z| < 10 kpc). If

2 The lookback time is defined as the time it takes a photon to reach
the observer from its inception at its source. Here it indicates the
time difference between the present time (z=0) and the time of
the snapshot in the past at which we want to see the galaxy.
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Table 2. Bar Duration Estimates

Simulation Duration Td Orbital time To
Td
To

(Gyr) 2πr
Vc(r)

(Gyr)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

m12f 1.28 0.041 31.2

m12b 5.74 0.035 163.5

m12romeo 0.77 0.034 22.6

m12remus 0.79 0.035 22.4

m12w 0.13 0.037 3.5

m12m 0.069 0.04 1.73

m12c 0.066 0.037 1.78

Note—Bar duration is estimated around peak bar
strength, although some bars like in m12b undergo
multiple high bar strength phases (> 0.1) with low
strength (< 0.1) phases in between. For m12b the
whole duration is considered and for m12f

we consider the most commonly used definition of bar:

(A2/A0)max > 0.2, all of the FIRE2 bars are weak bars

for the majority of their existence. To study these bars,

we therefore set a lower limit to the bar strength:

• For the asymmetry to be called a bar, the bar

strength should be : (A2/A0)max > 0.1 for a time

interval ∆t ≥ 1.5To. Here To is the orbital time

(2πr/Vc(r) at the outer edge of the bar), that is

the time it takes for the bar to complete one rota-

tion in the disk.

The orbital time is the time taken by a particle at

radius r moving with circular velocity Vc(r) to com-

plete a full revolution around the galactic center. That

means that the duration for which the bar remains in

the disk should be more than at least one orbital time.

We also require that the bar position angle should be

nearly constant within the bar length for it to be con-

sidered a bar. Figure 1 and 2 show that some of the

FIRE2 galaxies seems to have bars, for example– m12f,

m12b, m12m, m12w, m12remus, m12romeo and m12c,

while some others do not show a bar all through out

their evolution, for example– m12Louise, m12Juliet and

m12Romulus. The rest of the galaxies (namely, m12r,

m12i and m12thelma) have weak bar strength and it is

ambiguous to call them barred. To find out which of the

candidate bars follow the criteria above, we investigate

the duration for which the bar is present in the disk.

3.2. Bar duration - the time period that a bar is

present in the disk.

The bars in FIRE develop in the central region (radius

< 2 kpc) of the stellar disks (see Figure 1 which shows

the face-on stellar surface density). The bar strength

varies throughout the evolution (for example, see bar

strength evolution of m12f and m12b in Figure 3). The

evolution history of each FIRE galaxy is unique. Each

galaxy simulation undergoes multiple satellite interac-

tions, starburst events, supernovae explosions that cre-

ate holes in the disk, and in some cases star formation

takes place along the bar. Furthermore, there is gas

in-fall and outflow from the central regions of the disk

that may significantly affect the potential, which can

in turn alter the bar orbits. The bars in m12f and

m12b are two of the strongest bars and they undergo

episodes of low bar strength where (A2/A0)max is lower

than 0.1 (marked with dashed vertical lines in see Fig-

ure 3). The nature of these episodes are different in

m12f and m12b. In m12b, the bar does not get com-

pletely destroyed but strength goes below 0.1 for very

short intervals. Hence, the m12b bar remains present

for nearly 5 Gyrs. On the other hand in m12f, the bar

strength stays below 0.1 for more than 2 Gyrs before

it rises to higher values at the end of evolution and re-

mains present for about a Gyr. Other bars (like m12m,

m12romeo, m12remus, m12w) undergo a single episode

of high bar strength and finally the bar strength either

decreases (for m12m and m12romeo) or remains low un-

til the end of the galaxy’s evolution (until ∼ 13.8 Gyrs

for m12w, m12remus). We summarise the duration of

the bars in Table 2. In the same Table we also present

the orbital time To = 2πr/Vc(r) previously introduced

in section 3.1. Orbital time, To, is estimated at the ra-

dius equal to the semi-major axis of the bar or the end
of the bar. We use multiple methods to estimate the

bar semi-major axis length as explained in the following

section 3.3. So, using the condition for defining a bar in

section 3.1, m12f, m12b, m12remus, m12romeo, m12w,

m12m and m12c have weak bars. m12i , m12thelma

never reaches the A2/A0 > 0.1 limit during their evolu-

tion and are not classified as a bar as per our definition.

Even though the disk in m12r has perturbations with

A2/A0 > 0.1 it is not classified as a bar due to multiple

reasons: a) the bar strength is due by small perturba-

tions in the disk and not due to a bar like asymmetry

(see m12r at highest bar strength in Figure 1), b) we

will see in subsequent sections that the perturbation in

m12r does not show other properties that a bar should

have. For example the bar length, bar pattern speed

cannot be measured for m12r, and the disk properties

in m12r also indicate that it is less likely to host a bar.
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Figure 1. The MW-mass galaxies in FIRE2 are shown at their peak bar strength, at different lookback time (tlbt) of evolution.
These are 2D face-on projected density plots of the stellar particles shown in color at the central (2 kpc)3 volume of the stellar
disk. The bars are of a variety of shapes and sizes; for example, m12b shows a lopsided bar, m12-Remus is shows oscillations
that indicate buckling nature, m12w evolves into a rectangular bar at the end of evolution. Some of the galaxies (eg, m12Juliet,
m12Louise and m12Romulus) do not form a bar.

Figure 2. Radial variation of bar strength for all the bars
in Figure (1) at their peak bar strength. The darker color
indicates higher bar strength within the central 2 kpc radius
of the disk.

3.3. Bar length

We estimate the bar length from the face-on density

distribution (as shown in Figure 1) using four different

methods.

• Method 1: Fitting elliptical isophotes in the bar

region.

• Method 2: Using the bar strength distribution

(A2/A0) as a function of disk radius.

• Method 3: From the difference in surface densities

between the bar major axis and the minor axis in

the disk plane.

• Method 4: From decomposition of the stellar sur-

face density into Fourier modes from (Aguerri

et al. 2000).

In the first method, we fit elliptical isophotes in the

bar region using the python package photutils (Bradley

et al. 2020) as shown for the bar in m12f (close to peak

strength) in plot (a) and (b) in Figure 4. From the face-

on density distribution and ellipticity distribution we

notice that these bars are not long and have a gradual
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Table 3. Bar Length Estimates using different methods

Simulation Snapshot Ellipticity/PA Surface density Bar strength Bar and inter-bar Average bar semi-major

(kpc) (kpc) (kpc) density contrast (kpc) axis length (kpc)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

m12f 553 1.4 2.0 2.1 1.97 1.86

m12b 563 1.6 1.85 1.96 1.77 1.79

m12m 542 1.62 1.68 1.5 1.32 1.53

m12romeo 568 1.26 1.45 1.21 1.16 1.32

m12remus 566 2.1 1.55 1.42 1.25 1.58

m12w 600 1.35 1.45 1.41 1.18 1.35

m12c 590 1.5 1.4 1.27 0.90 1.27

Note—In column (3) PA stands for Position angle; the measurements of bar lengths in column (3), (4), (5) and (6) correspond
to method 1: Fitting elliptical isophotes, Method 3: difference in surface densities between the bar major and minor axis,
method 2: from bar strength distribution and method 4: using the method by Aguerri et al. (2000) using bar inter-bar density
contrast from section 3.3.

Figure 3. During the galaxies’ evolution the bar strength
oscillates where high bar strength phases are followed by low
strength phases. Here are two examples in m12f and m12b.
The asymmetric disturbance in the disk is called a bar when
strength (A2/A0)max > 0.1 for time interval ∆t > To, the
orbital time at the outer edge of the bar. The region be-
tween the grey dashed vertical lines indicate the phases when
A2/A0 > 0.1. In case of m12f there are multiple phases when
A2/A0 > 0.1 of short duration at t < 12.3 Gyrs. These
phases are fluctuations in bar strength. After t > 12.3 Gyrs,
the bar strength increases to higher value and is stable for
a longer time when the time interval ∆t > To, and this in-
dicates the bar phase for m12f. For m12b, the bar phase
(shaded region) is for more than 5 Gyrs, which undergoes a
few fluctuations with A2/A0 < 0.1 for very short period of
time.

decrease of ellipticity from the peak value. We therefore

do not expect to find sharp edges of the bars as typically

observed in observations. In both the cases, we define a

central bar region which has an upper bound set by the

20% decrease in the peak ellipticity. The edge of a bar

in observations is usually indicated by an abrupt change

in position angle (PA). Here we determine the edge of

the bars from the semi-major axis length where the PA

changes by ±5 degrees (marked with green line) from

the PA at the edge of the central bar region.

In the second method, we estimate the bar length at

the radius where the bar strength drops to 50% of the

peak value in the bar region (see panel (c) Figure 4).

In the third method, we also estimate the bar length

from the difference in surface density along the bar

major-axis (x-axis) and along the bar minor-axis (y-axis)

(Σx − Σy) (see plot (d) Figure 4).

In the fourth method, we use the ratio of the density

contrast in the bar (Ib) and inter-bar (Iib) region, first
introduced by Ohta et al. (1990) with a lower limit of

Ib/Iib > 2 for defining the bar region. Aguerri et al.

(2000) used a slightly different definition for defining

the bar region as follows:

Ib/Iib >
(Ib/Iib)max − (Ib/Iib)min

2
+ (Ib/Iib)min (2)

where, Ib = A0 + A2 + A4 + A6 and Iib = A0 − A2 +

A4 −A6 and Am is the mth Fourier mode. Here we use

the condition by (Aguerri et al. 2000) to determine the

bar length.

We measure the bar lengths at the snapshot of peak

bar strength using the four methods mentioned above.

For the galaxies that had bars according to our defi-

nition of a bar, mentioned in the previous section, we

present the length of each bar estimated using each of

the three methods, as well as the average value of the
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Figure 4. Bar length is estimated using four methods. Method 1: panel (a) and (d) shows the ellipse fitting method. The
central bar region is chosen within the radius where there is a 20% decrease in peak ellipticity value (makred with blue dotted
vertical line) and the corresponding Position Angle (PA) is marked with dashed magenta horizontal line. A deviation of ±5
degrees in PA marks the edge of the bar/bar length (blue dashed vertical line). Method 2: in panel (b), difference in surface
density Σx along bar axis (x-axis) and Σy perpendicular to bar axis (y-axis) is used to estimate bar length at 10% of the peak
value of (Σx −Σy) (marked with blue dashed line). Dissimilarity in (Σx −Σy) along the positive and negative x-axis shows the
slight asymmetry in the distribution, although the bar length estimate is same for both. Method 3: Bar length is measured from
50% decrease in bar strength in (c) (also marked with blue dashed line). Method 4: in panel (e), the bar length is measured
(marked with blue dashed vertical line) from the ratio of stellar density in the bar and inter-bar region Ib/Iib (from Aguerri
et al. (2000)). The radius of maximum Ib/Iib is marked with black dashed vertical line and the minimum is marked with black
dotted vertical line.

bar lengths in Table (3). Except for m12remus and

m12w, the ellipse fitting/PA method yield systemati-

cally shorter bars compared to that measure from the

bar strength distribution (methods 2) and from the dif-

ference in surface densities (method 3).

3.4. Bar pattern speed

We estimate the bar pattern speed Ωp using two meth-

ods – the Tremaine Weinberg method (TW; Tremaine

& Weinberg 1984), which we apply to the projected 2D

density maps of the barred galaxies, and by directly es-

timating the rate of change of the m = 2 mode Fourier

phase angle φ2 with time. The TW method is based

on the continuity equation and is therefore applicable

to a population of stars of the same age. As the stars

in bar orbits mostly belong to the older population (age

> 108 yrs), we implement the method to stars older

than > 108 yrs. Merrifield & Kuijken (1995) present a

excellent application of this method on NGC 936. The

pattern speed in given by,

Ωp sin(i) =

∫∞
−∞ Σ(X,Y )VLOS(X,Y )dX∫∞

−∞Σ(X,Y )XdX
=
〈V 〉
〈X〉

(3)

where, X & Y are the sky coordinates, Σ(X,Y ) and

VLOS(X,Y ) are the projected surface density and line

of sight velocity on the sky plane. The numerator 〈V 〉
and denominator 〈X〉 are estimated along slits that are

kept parallel to the kinematic position angle of the disk,

here the x-axis (see Figure 5). The TW method works

best when the galaxy disk is inclined with respect to the

line of sight of the observer at an optimum inclination of

∼ 45o and the position angle of the bar major-axis is at

an angular separation of ∼ 41o from the kinematic po-

sition angle of the disk. We have the freedom to orient

the simulation volume towards any line of sight, so we

fix the galaxy disk at the above mentioned orientation as

shown in plot (a) and (b) in Figure 5. The TW method

is based on the asymmetry around the X = 0 axis, in

the surface density Σ(X,Y ) (see plot (d) in Figure 5)

and line-of-sight velocity VLOS(X,Y ) (plot (e) in same
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Figure 5. In the TW method slits are placed on the projected 2D density (a) and velocity map (c) of the galaxy m12f (at
maximum bar strength) along the kinematic position angle (PAK) when the disk is oriented at a most suitable inclination of 45o

from the line of sight (b) and the bar PA is ∼ 41o from the (PAK) of the disk. PAK is kept along the x-axis (black horizontal
line in (c)). (d) shows the surface density distribution and (e) shows line of sight velocity VLOS distribution for the middle slit
(Y = 0 kpc black curve) and the extreme slits (Y = 0.5 kpc (blue) and Y = −0.5 kpc (red)). The slope of 〈V 〉 vs 〈X〉 gives the
bar pattern speed Ωp = 88.5 km/s/kpc for m12f at peak bar strength.

Figure) distribution for the slits away from Y = 0. In

an ideal theoretical case, the expectation values 〈V 〉 and

〈X〉 should exactly lie on a straight line passing through

the origin. Practically, all the points do not lie exactly

on the straight line (shown in plot (f) in the same Fig-

ure) and we estimate the bar pattern speed from the
slope of the fitted line. At peak bar strength, the bar in

m12f has a pattern speed of 88 kms−1kpc−1. We present

the bar pattern speed estimation in Table (4) for some of

the bars (namely, m12f, m12b, m12c, m12m, m12romeo

and m12remus) that have bar strength A2/A0|max > 0.1

at their maximum strength. The TW method does not

give estimates of pattern speed for m12w even though it

has bar strength A2/A0|max > 0.1. This is because the

bar in m12w is short and after re-orientation of the disk,

the line of sight projection of stellar density is more el-

lipsoidal and the estimates of surface density Σ(X,Y )

and line of sight velocity VLOS(X,Y ) at the two ex-

treme slits (at ±0.5 kpc) overlaps. Due to the overlap of

the Σ(X,Y ) and VLOS(X,Y ) profiles along the X-axis,

the integrals in Equation (3) give wrong estimate of the

slope that is used to determine 〈V 〉 and 〈X〉. Due to

similar reasons, the TW method does not give any esti-

mate of pattern speed for the rest of the galaxies that

show even weaker perturbation (for example m12i, m12r

and m12thelma).

The bar pattern speed can also be measured directly

from the time derivative of the m = 2 Fourier phase an-

gle (Ωp = dφ2/dt), provided the frame rate for saving

the snapshots is high. We apply the direct estimation

method to the bars in FIRE2 galaxies during the last 22

Myrs of evolution for which 10 snapshots are available

with a time interval of 2.2 Myrs between consecutive

snapshots (see column (3) in Table 4 and the plots in

Appendix A). We are not able to apply the method of

direct estimation of pattern speed on the previous time

snapshots as each snapshot is separated in time by ∼ 25

Myrs, and in this interval a bar can have multiple ro-

tations. Hence, we cannot measure the original pattern

speed with a frame rate of 25 Myrs.

3.5. Corotation

After we estimate the bar pattern speed, we can easily

measure the corotation radius CR at which the angular

speed in the disk is equal to the pattern speed of the
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bar. To estimate the angular speed Ω(R) as a function of

radius R, we calculate the derivative of the axisymmetric

potential (∂Φ/∂R)/R that is estimated for the FIRE2

disks in Arora et al. (have to cite Arpit’s work) at the

disk mid plane z = 0. The radius at which the angular

speed Ω(R) = Ωp, gives the bar corotation radius CR.

We present the values of the bar’s corotation radii and

bar lengths in Table(4). The measurements show that

all the bars are well within the corotation radius.

With the bar length (twice the bar semi-major axis,

as) and the corotation radius, we estimate the R-

parameter (CR/as, see column (7) in Table(4)). The

value of R is greater than 1.4 for all the bars, indicat-

ing that all FIRE bars are slow bars (Debattista & Sell-

wood 2000), which technically means that the FIRE bars

have lower angular velocity Ωp compared to a typical

bar of same length from the observations. Most of the

current cosmological simulations, for example Illustris

(Peschken &  Lokas 2019) and EAGLE simulations (Al-

gorry et al. 2017) produce slow bars, except the Auriga

simulation suite (Fragkoudi et al. 2021) which produces

fast bars. However, Frankel et al. (2022) points out a

different aspect to the slow bar problem with the TNG50

bars, that have high value of R ratio. The TNG50 bars

are shorter compared to their corotation radius, which

results in the high R value, not because they are rotating

slowly with a low angular velocity.

3.6. Local disk instability - Toomre-Q

We investigate whether the disks in FIRE2 galaxies

are bar unstable and whether the bars can naturally

form through secular evolution if the disks are unsta-

ble. A bar is a global disk instability. Toomre (1981)

showed that bar formation can be explained using the

swing amplification phenomena. One of the necessary

condition for swing amplification is to have the a disk

with the toomre-Q parameter (Toomre 1964), Q > 1

but not too much. Toomre (1981) provided a range of

values: 1 < Q < 2 that would be necessary to form a bar

in a Mestel disk. We estimate the toomre-Q parameter

(Toomre 1964) for the stellar disk and the gas disk to

check if the local instabilities in the disk and the global

bar instability are related. The toomre-Q parameter for

the gas disk is estimated from the expression (Orr et al.

2020),

Qgas =

√
2σzΩ

πG(Σgas + γΣ?)
(4)

where, σz is the gas dispersion perpendicular to the disk

plane (z-axis), Ω is the angular velocity ((∂Φ/∂R)/R),

Σgas+γΣ? is the effective surface density and γ accounts

for the fraction of the stellar component that contributes

to the self gravity of the disk (within the gas disk scale

height). We estimate the Toomre-Q parameter for the

stellar disk from the expression (Toomre 1964),

Q? =
σRκ

3.36GΣ?
(5)

where, σR is the stellar dispersion in the plane of the

disk and κ is the epicyclic frequency. We estimate the

Toomre-Q parameters in the central (10 × 10 kpc2 and

|z| ≤ 0.5 kpc) mid-plane of the disk. In addition to the

estimates of Toomre-Q over the entire region we also

estimate the minimum and average values of Toomre-Qs

in the central region of the disk at each time snapshot.

With all the tools presented in this section we are now

ready to analyse the bar formation mechanisms and bar

properties in the next section.

4. RESULTS

Bars can from during satellite interactions with galax-

ies and can also form during secular evolution (Gadotti

2011; Sellwood 2014) in the disk under favourable con-

ditions as the disk undergoes gravitational instabilities

Hohl (1971); Ostriker & Peebles (1973). A cold disk

(Ostriker & Peebles 1973) with high surface density, low

gas content, that is centrally baryon dominated, favours

bar formation. On the other hand, the presence of a cen-

trally concentrated bulge or dark matter halo may make

the disk stable against bar formation (Ostriker & Pee-

bles 1973). Additionally, the distribution of dark matter

in the central regions of the disks affect the bar mor-

phology (Combes & Sanders 1981; Athanassoula 2002;

Athanassoula & Misiriotis 2002) by making the bar more

rectangular and having higher bar strength for a disk

dominated by dark matter. Even large star burst events

may hinder bar formation. In this section, we investi-

gate some of the phenomena mentioned above that seem

to affect the disk properties and consequently bar for-

mation and bar morphology in the FIRE2 galaxies. We

particularly examine the effect of satellite interactions

(Section 4.1) and secular evolution of the disk (Section

4.2). We additionally unite the various properties and

mechanisms affecting bar formation and show how the

bar properties evolve over time (Section 4.3).

4.1. Bar Formation as a Result of Satellite

Interactions

When we investigate the galaxies in FIRE-2 simula-

tions, we search for satellite interactions with galaxies

that are likely to have a large tidal effect on the disk.

We first investigate which satellites in the FIRE-2 sim-

ulations that are likely to perturb the disk to potentially
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Table 4. Bar Characteristics

Simulation
(
A2
A0

)
max

Pattern Speed TW Pattern Speed Corotation Bar Length R = CR
as

Toomre Q?

(snapshot) (kms−1kpc−1) at
(

A2
A0

)
max

(kms−1kpc−1) CR (kpc) 2as (kpc) (minimum)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

m12f 0.203 (553) 73.9 91.07 3.0 3.72 1.6 0.94

m12b 0.182 (563) 89.5 81.6 3.6 3.58 2.0 0.87

m12c 0.123 (590) 67.0 97.4 2.46 2.54 1.9 0.97

m12m 0.112 (542) 77.7 49.5 5.65 3.06 3.7 1.14

m12romeo 0.144 (568) 73.2 82.9 3.1 2.64 2.3 1.07

m12remus 0.113 (566) 93.8 25.6 10.25 3.16 6.5 1.72

m12w 0.163 (600) 46.8 - - 2.7 - 1.08

m12i 0.092 (583) 93.99 (590-600) - - 1.4 - 0.99

m12r 0.133 (555) 17 (593-600) - - 2.0 - 1.06

m12thelma 0.082 (576) 58.47 (590-600) - - 2.0 - -

Note—CR- corotation radius; as- Bar semi-major axis length; in column (3) we present the pattern speed measured directly
from the snapshots of high cadence during the last 22 Myrs of evolution from snapshot number 590-600.

form bars and investigate which interactions coincide

with or precede a rise in the bar strength in the host

galaxy. To quantify a satellites’ tidal impact on the host

galaxy, we use the tidal index Θ:,

Θ = log10

(
Msat

D3
H

)
(6)

where, Msat is the mass of the satellite and DH is the

distance of the satellite from the host galaxy’s center

(defined as the closest approach). Both parameters are

important for large perturbations to the disk. For exam-

ple, two galaxies having different masses may have the

same tidal index depending on their distances from the

host galaxy’s center. The FIRE2 galaxies interact with

many satellite galaxies some of which are as massive as

the LMC, MLMC = 1.38+0.27
−0.24 × 1011 M� (Erkal et al.

2019). An LMC mass satellite at large distance from a

galaxy’s center imparts very less tidal force at the galaxy

center, for example, a satellite having mass as that of the

LMC mass mentioned above, has a tidal index Θ ∼ 5.13

at a distance of 100 kpc from the host galaxy’s center.

One of the most massive LMC-mass satellites that ap-

proach close to the disk of the galaxy m12f at ∼ 12.4

Gyrs, have tidal index Θ ∼ 9. We examine the merger

histories of the all the satellites in the FIRE2 simulation

box by setting a lower cutoff of tidal index Θ = 5 for

each of the galaxies. Some of the satellites may have

induced a bar in the stellar disk. In addition to finding

the distance of closest approach of the satellite (DH),

satellite mass (Msat) and the tidal indies, we check if

the satellite is in retrograde or prograde motion, if the

orbit of the satellite is planar or polar with respect to

the host galaxy’s disk and the mass ratio of the host to

the satellite at a radius of DH. We describe the detailed

analysis for finding out the satellites using tidal index

in Appendix B. From our investigation we find that the

galaxies that form stronger bars (namely, m12f, m12b,

m12w and m12c) have had a close and strong tidal in-

teraction (Θ > 7) with an LMC-like satellite during its

evolution (see Figure 21 and a summary of the satel-

lite properties in Table 7). Some of the galaxies having

slightly lower bar strength (namely, Romeo, Remus and

m12m) undergo few satellite interactions at large dis-

tances with low tidal index. The rest of the galaxies

in the FIRE2 sample either do not form a bar at all or

only forms a weak bar-like perturbation (A2/A0 < 0.1)

for a short time. In Figure 6, we show all the impor-

tant satellites that seem to trigger the perturbation in

the outer regions of the disk (seen as dark patches in

the outer disk) that sometimes propagate towards the

central regions (< 2 kpc) of the disk leading to rise in

bar strength.

Through an investigation of all satellites with tidal in-

dex Θ > 5 that interact with the FIRE-2 host galaxies,

we find that particularly two cases: m12f and m12b,

where satellite interaction leads to bar formation. In a

third case in m12w, both satellite interaction and gas

dynamics play important role in formation of the bar.

In this section we focus on these three cases where we

see clear examples of bar formation through satellite in-

teraction.
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Figure 6. Bar formation due to satellite interaction in m12f, m12b and m12w. All panels have two parts. The upper half of
the panels show the evolution of the bar strength in time, at different radii of the stellar disk. The color bar shows the range
of bar strength, 0.0 < A2/A0 < 0.2, where yellow is for the lower limit and dark red is for the upper limit of bat strength. The
dark red patch in the central region (radius < 2 kpc) shows the presence of the bar. The dark red stripes at the outer part of
the disk maybe perturbations due to the interaction of different satellites (black lines for mergers and green lines for pericenter
passage) or due to transient spiral arms in the disk. The lower panel shows the trajectories of some of the satellites, where the
y-axis is the distance to the satellite from the host galaxy’s center (DH) and the x-axis shows time in Gyrs. Some of the merger
events (black lines) coincide with the disk perturbations. The value of tidal index Θ shows the impact during each merger and
pericenter passage. Bar instability is induced in m12f as it interacts with a massive LMC-like satellite with tidal index 9.03 at
12 Gyrs of evolution; in m12b it is due to multiple satellite interaction between 7-9 Gyrs of evolution, and in m12w it is due to
a merger event at 12.7 Gyrs followed by gas outflow from the central region as we discuss in section 4.2.2. Interestingly, m12f
shows a transient bar (see section 4.1 for more details).

m12f undergoes multiple satellite interactions with

an LMC-mass satellite with maximum todal index of

Θ = 9.03 towards the end of its evolution and forms a

bar at about 13 Gyrs of evolution (see m12f in Figure

6). The satellite undergoes pericenter passages and in-

teract closely with the disk for more than 1 Gyr before

finally merging with the m12f disk between 12-13 Gyrs

of evolution. The merger event causes large perturba-

tion in the outer disk (note the dark red patches in the

outer disk in the Figure 6 that coincide with the black

vertical lines tracing the mergers). These perturbations

propagate to the inner disk and the bar grows stronger

(dark patch around 13 Gyrs within 2 kpc radius). Al-

though the LMC-mass satellite seems to be the major

reason for the formation of a strong bar in m12f, as ev-

idenced through the rise of bar strength following the

merger of the satellite, multiple less massive satellites

start perturbing the central region of the disk from an

early time around 10 Gyrs (see satellite merger in m12f

bar strength evolution in Figure 6 and 3), leading to rise

in bar strength A2/A0 above 0.1. After this stage the

bar strength fluctuates around 0.1 as the disk interacts

with multiple satellites from time to time. The bar does

not get completely destroyed. At this stage the disk is
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prone to formation of a stronger bar if a large gravita-

tional perturbation is provided, which finally arises due

to a merger event with a LMC-mass satellite at around

12 Gyrs of evolution. After the effect of the merger

has subsided the bar begins to bend in the plane of the

galaxy and weakens significantly below a bar strength of

A2/A0 < 0.1 in the last 0.11 Gyr of evolution (see m12f

in Figure 3). This may be one of the cases of bar de-

struction as a result of a minor merger that modifies the

central potential of the disk significantly (Ghosh et al.

2021).

The bar in m12b is a lopsided bar (see face-on stellar

surface density distribution of m12b in Figure 1) that

forms lopsided and grows inside-out maintaining its lop-

sidedness over a period of more than 5 Gyrs (see the

evolution in bar strength in m12b as it gradually covers

the central 2 kpc region in Figure 6). m12b also un-

dergoes multiple satellite interactions, as a result large

perturbations appear in the outer disk through out its

evolution. One of these satellites, having LMC-like mass

(see satellite shown in blue) interacts with the disk for

more than two Gyrs as it undergoes pericenter passages

(with tidal index 6.43 and 7.55) that coincide with rise

on bar strength and the satellite finally merges with the

disk at ∼ 11 Gyr. There is a decrease in bar strength

at the merger of the satellite, but it is not enough to

completely destroy the bar as the satellite loses its mass

(Msat ∼ 9.3 × 109 M�) during interaction and tidal in-

dex at merger is Θ = 6.4. Even though the bar strength

reduces because of the interaction for some duration, as

the disk settles down again after the interaction, the bar

gains strength again and remains in the disk till the end

of evolution.

In m12w the bar forms at the end of evolution, specifi-

cally when all the gas in the medium is pushed out from

the central regions of the disk leading to the increase of

the barred orbits of the stars. Before bar formation, the

disk in m12w is perturbed as a massive satellite merges

with the disk at about 12.7 Gyrs of evolution (see m12w

in Figure 6). This perturbation propagates to the cen-

tral region of the galaxy disk after the merger event (at

around ∼ 13 Gyrs), and causes a small bar instability

(seen in the same Figure). The small and weak instabil-

ity finally grows to a larger bar instability at the end of

the evolution (∼ 13.6 Gyrs). The gas also plays a major

role in the bar formation in m12w. We explain the role

of the gas dynamics in more details in Section (4.2.2).

Not all satellite interactions lead to formation of a bar.

We note that in some of FIRE2 galaxies (for example,

m12r and m12c) there are a large number of satellite

interactions, and the disk is too disturbed for a bar to

ever steadily grow.

4.2. Bar Formation as a Result of Secular Evolution

Through an investigation of all FIRE-2 galaxies, we

notice that m12m, Remus and Romeo show the forma-

tion of weak stellar bars (see Figure (7)) even though

there are significantly less number of satellite interac-

tions that are very weak with smaller tidal indices (for

example, Θmax = 5.12 for m12m, Θmax = 5.62 for Re-

mus and Θmax = 5.4 for Romeo ). In these galaxies,

there are no LMC-like satellite with tidal index Θ > 5

before or during bar formation (see Figure 21 and 22).

We see very less number of satellites for these galaxies

in Figure 21 and in Table 7, among the three galaxies:

m12m, Romeo and Remus, the maximum tidal index

(Θmax = 6.65) is for one of the satellites in Romeo that

has a total mass Msat ∼ 0.1MLMC) that do not cause

significant perturbation in the disk and the interaction

is at 9.4 Gyrs, long before the bar formation commences

at 12 Gyrs of evolution. Also, in m12m, m12remus and

m12romeo, the time of formation of the bar does not co-

incide with any of the strong satellite interactions that

occur in these systems. In absence of satellite interac-

tions, the bar strength grows in the disk center along

with multiple oscillations in A2/A0 that arise secularly

in the disk and the bar stays until the end of evolution

for m12remus but dies off for m12romeo and m12m (sig-

nature of transient bars). The bar in m12m transforms

into an X-shaped bulge at the end of it evolution as

studied by Debattista et al. (2019), which has also been

observed for the bulge in the Milky Way (Ness & Lang

2016; Ness & Freeman 2016). We note that all the three

bars in Figure 7 are weaker in strength as compared to

the three bars in Figure 6 formed through satellite in-

teractions. But what properties at the center of the disk

set the conditions for bar formation to occur via secular

evolution? Is the intrinsic property of the galaxy disk
playing any role that makes it likely that bars form in

these disks compared to other disks that do not form

a bar? To address these questions we look at multiple

disk properties: effect of stellar feedback in the disk, ef-

fect of gas fraction and absence of AGN, effect of stellar

dispersion and also look at the dark matter distribution

in the central regions of these galaxies.

4.2.1. Stellar feedback and starbursts

Starburst events are accompanied by a large amount

of gas inflow and outflow, and supernovae that can make

the medium in the galaxy very turbulent (El-Badry et al.

2016; Orr et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2021; Gurvich et al.

2022b). These maybe triggered during satellite inter-

actions with the disk or even when gas in-fall/outflow

triggers shocks in the ISM. Such events near the galaxy

center can directly disrupt the bar orbits or it can also
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Figure 7. Bar formation during secular evolution of the disk in m12remus, m12romeo and m12m. Similar to Figure (6), the
dark patch in the central region (radius < 2 kpc) shows the presence of the bar. The dark red stripes at the outer part of the
disk are perturbations. In these three cases either the satellite interactions are less impactful (seen from the very calm outer
disk for m12remus and m12romeo), or the perturbations do not seem to reach the central regions of the galaxy. However, bar
instabilities arise in the disk.

Figure 8. Star burst vs bar formation in the FIRE2 galaxies. This plot shows the bar strengths (blue lines and left y-axes)
and star burst, which is the ratio of star formation rates at 10 Myrs and 1 Gyr (yellow lines and right y-axes) as a function of
time for four different FIRE2 galaxies. The four galaxies are examples of low star burst (< 2 for m12f and m12b) and high star
burst (> 2 for m12r and m12w) galaxies. In m12f and m12b the star burst is lower than 2 and the bars are stronger than other
FIRE2 galaxies, while in m12r the disk does not become bar unstable and shows a weak perturbation at the end of evolution. At
the initial stage of evolution of m12w, the disk is very bursty and does not host a bar. During the last 22 Myr of its evolution,
m12w looses gas from the central regions and consequently star burst events become very low. m12w only shows signs of a bar
instability at this specific time. This shows that galaxies with low star burst are more likely to host a bar. Appendix D shows
similar examples of the evolution of starburst and its correlation with the presence of the bar for other FIRE2 galaxies.
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affect the bar orbits indirectly by modifying the central

potential as a result of mass redistribution of gas. The

starburst activity of a disk can be measured from the

condition given in Kado-Fong et al. (2021),

〈SFR〉10Myr

〈SFR〉Gyr
> 2.0 , (7)

where, 〈SFR〉∆t is the average star formation rate over

a time interval ∆t. Kado-Fong et al. (2021) looks at the

starburst events in the dwarf galaxies in FIRE2 (that

are less massive than the sample we use here) and less

star forming and thus they choose the upper limit of 1.5.

We check all the MW-mass galaxies and find an upper

bound of 2.0 is more suitable to characterise starburst

events that affect bar formation (see examples in Fig-

ure (8) and (23)) in MW-mass galaxies. We estimate

star-burstiness at the central regions of the galaxies (ra-

dius ≤ 2 kpc, |z| < 1 kpc), where the bar is located,

using Equation (7). By the above condition, the barred

galaxies: m12f, m12b, m12romeo, m12remus show the

least number of starburst events. m12w (also a barred

galaxy) and m12r show the highest number of starburst.

However, m12w forms a strong rectangular bar at the

end of evolution when the star formation decreases, as

the gas moves out of the central region. Also the high

starburst event in m12w around 13 Gyrs (see Figure (8))

coincides with a satellite merger around that time (also

see Figure (6)). m12r does not host a bar but the star-

burst events seem to make the disk so turbulent that it

generates disk asymmetries that are caught up as large

value (A2/A0 > 0.1 in the bar strength estimation. This

should not be mistakenly considered as a bar.

Other unbarred galaxies like m12thelma, m12c and

m12i and the barred galaxy m12m, show starburst

events early in their evolution close to ∼ 10 Gyrs.

In most of the disks, bars are seen to form at later

part of evolution. Hence, these bars do not get af-

fected much from the past star-burst history of the disk.

Interestingly, the galaxies m12romulus, m12louise and

m12juliet, which do not show any kind of bar asymme-

try throughout evolution, do not show starburst events.

The fact that bars appear in the disks only during low

star-burst phase of the disk (particularly in m12f, m12b,

m12romeo, m12m and m12remus), suggests that galax-

ies which have high starburst at a particular time may

not host a bar at that time (for example, m12r). How-

ever it may host a bar at low star burst phase of evolu-

tion, as in the cases of m12w and m12c. Additionally,

low starburst events in a disk will not completely ensure

the formation of a bar in the disk, for example in the

unbarred, low star-burst galaxies - m12i, m12romulus,

m12louise, m12juliet and m12thelma.

Figure 9. Comparison of gas fractions Mgas/(Mgas + M?)
in FIRE2 galaxies within different radii of the disk (r =
2, 5, 10 kpc and |z| < 1 kpc). m12w (dashed curve) and m12r
(dotted curve) undergo more starburst events (reflected in
the fluctuations in gas fraction), more sloshing motion of the
gas and higher gas fraction, that make the disk too disturbed
to host a bar. The gas fraction in m12w (within 2 kpc radius)
decreases and the bar instability rises (also see Figure 1 and
10).

4.2.2. Gas fraction and impact of AGN

The gas content in galaxies play an important role in

the dynamics of the disk (Athanassoula et al. 2013). Ob-

servational studies have shown that bars are less likely

to form in gas-rich star forming galaxies and are mainly

found in gas depleted red galaxies (Barazza et al. 2008;

Masters et al. 2012). As previously seen in Section 4.2.1

some of the FIRE-2 simulations (particularly m12w and

m12r) undergo large starburst events that lead to huge

sloshing motion of the gas in these systems. A signifi-

cant amount of gas in-fall and outflow motion in disks

can change the gas fractionMgas/(Mgas+M?) in the cen-

tral region, and may modify the disk potential. Through

an investigation of all FIRE-2 simulations, we estimate

the evolution of the gas fraction at different radii (2, 5

and 10 kpc). We find that the gas fractions in m12w

and m12r are more fluctuating compared to the other

galaxies (see Figure 9). m12w and m12r undergo more

starburst events (see Figure 8) which induces more slosh-

ing motion of the gas. This effect makes the disks more

dynamic.

In m12w, we examine the radial variation of the gas

fraction throughout the evolution of the disk (see panel
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1: Gas dynamics and satellite interaction both lead to bar formation in m12w.

1

Figure 10. The combined role of satellite mergers and gas outflow in m12w’s bar formation. m12w forms a bar at the end of
evolution (∼ 13.7 Gyr) due to an initial perturbation in the disk by a satellite merger, followed by a decrease of gas fraction in
the central region of the disk. The satellite merges with the disk at around 12.8 Gyrs of evolution and can been seen to disturb
gas disk (a) and the stellar disk (e), which enhances the bar strength A2/A0 within 4-6 kpc radius (shown with dashed lines and
circles in plot (e)). The perturbation can be seen to propagate towards the central region of the disk from a radius of ∼ 5 kpc
(darker patch in plot (f)) after the satellite interaction (marked with the black vertical line in plot (f)). Once the perturbation
reaches the central region it is not able to grow until the gas moves out of the central region of the disk and more stars fill in
the space at the end of evolution (∼ 13.7 Gyrs). The transformation of the stellar density contours from rounded shape (at 13.1
Gyrs) to more rectangular shape (at 13.5 and 13.7 Gyrs) can be seen in the plots (b)-(d).

f in Figure 10). We find that m12w is an example where

the high starburst and satellite interactions do not allow

the gas to settle in the disk during the initial phase of

evolution (< 12.5 Gyrs). The initial disturbed state of

the disk due to multiple satellite interactions, changes

after 12 Gyrs of evolution when the number of satel-

lite interactions decreases to a very few and the disk

looses gas from the outer (> 6 kpc) and the inner (< 2

kpc) regions. In Figure 10 we present two major events

that lead to bar formation in m12w: a satellite merger

(see panel f) and gas outflow from the central region of

the disk (see panel b-d and f). The satellite merger

at 12.8 Gyrs impacts the gas disk (see the distorted

gas disk in panel a) and the stellar disk (panel (e)).

The merger modifies the stellar surface density contours

mainly around a radius of 5 kpc (between dashed circles

in panel e) and A2/A0 rises in the disk due to the asym-

metric distortion (lower part of panel (e)). The same

perturbation in A2/A0 is seen in panel f in the evolution

of bar strength at 12.8 Gyrs (at 5 kpc), after which the

perturbation reaches the central region of the disk at

13 Gyrs. The perturbation grows gradually towards the

end of evolution. The gas disk is also changing during

this time. After 13 Gyrs, the gas is mostly dominant

within a radius of 2-5 kpc (see the blue region indicat-

ing high gas fraction in panel f). The outer disk (> 6

kpc) and the inner disk (< 1 kpc) are mostly devoid

of gas. This is also seen in the face-on distribution of

the inner gas disk (4 × 4 kpc2 region) at different time

snapshots: 13.1 Gyrs ( panel b), 13.5 Gyrs (panel c) and

13.7 Gyrs (panel d) in Figure 10. As the gas moves out

of the central region, the stellar surface density contours

(over-plotted in white in plot (b)-(d)) changes from cir-

cular to elliptical nature as the bar forms by the end

of the evolution. The gas outflow enhances the stellar

disk perturbation, which was initiated by the satellite

merger, and leads to bar growth. Hence, both satellite
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Figure 11. m12r and its satellite interactions: m12r under-
goes multiple satellite interactions and starbursts that hin-
ders formation of a bar instability in the disk. (a) shows
the gas mass fraction evolution at different radii of the disk
and (b) shows the evolution bar strength. The dark shade in
these plots indicate high gas fraction and a highly disturbed
stellar disk that is perturbed by multiple satellite interac-
tions as shown in plot (c), where DH is distance from the
host center.

mergers and gas outflows play an important role in bar

formation in m12w.

While satellite interactions and gas dynamics resulted

in bar formation in m12w, in another FIRE-2 galaxy,

m12r these effects act to oppose the formation of a

bar instability. m12r is the least massive galaxy in

the whole sample. Figure (9) shows the gas fraction

Mgas/(Mgas +M?) in m12r is higher when compared to

other FIRE2 galaxies. This is because the stellar mass

is much lower for m12r compared to the other galaxies.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of gas mass fraction (plot

(a)) and bar strength (plot (b)) in m12r’s disk as it in-

teracts with multiple satellites (plot (c)) that perturbs

the disk and causes high starburst (as previously seen in

Figure 8). High starbursts and multiple satellite inter-

actions in m12r leads to immense sloshing movement of

the gas at the central regions as indicated by the sudden

white patches in panel a in Figure 11 within a radius of

2 kpc. Hence, a number of factors make m12r’s disk

unfavourable to form a bar – 1) a low mass disk, 2) a

large number of starburst events through out evolution

(see Figure 8), 3) a high gas fraction in the disk that

fluctuates at the central region (see Figure 9 and 11),

and 4) a large number of satellite interactions (panel c

in Figure 11).

The combined effect of gas in-fall and outflow, catal-

ysed by starburst events and the lack of AGN feedback

in the FIRE2 galaxies together make the disk kinemati-

cally hot with stellar dispersion ranging from 200 to 300

kms−1 (we show this in the following section 4.3 where

we present the evolution of the bar and disk properties.).

4.2.3. Rotation curves and Mass fractions

We examine the circular velocity curves of different

components of the disk: stars, gas and dark matter and

all components together, of the FIRE2 galaxies with the

TNG-50 barred galaxies to investigate how these compo-

nents affect bar formation and bar characteristics. The

circular velocity Vc,i(r) at radius r is defined by taking

into account the mass of the ith component (stars, gas

or dark matter) in the galaxy.

Vc,i(r) =

√
GMi(r)

r
(8)

We first investigate the strongest bar in one of the

FIRE2 galaxies, m12f and another similar mass disk

with a more rectangular looking stellar bar in TNG-

50 (see Figure (12)), which has a bar strength A2/A0 =

0.56 higher than m12f. We find that in the TNG-50

galaxy circular velocity curve of the dark matter com-

ponent rises steeply close to the central region, and that

the disk is mostly dark matter dominated except for

in the very central region (< 2.6 kpc), where the total

circular velocity curve is dominated by the stellar com-

ponent. In the FIRE2 galaxy m12f, the circular velocity

of the dark matter component rises slowly and reaches

a similar value to the stellar component at ∼ 10 kpc.

Within a radius of 10 kpc, the disk is dominated by the

stellar component which makes the galaxy more baryon

dominated. The differences in the bar morphology can
be explained from the differences in the dark matter con-

tent in the central regions of disk galaxies by (Athanas-

soula 2002). Stronger and more rectangular-looking bars

form in dark matter dominated disks when compared to

disks that are dominated by stars (see (Athanassoula &

Misiriotis 2002)). In this particular example, the disk

in m12f is dominated by stars up to a large radius, un-

like the disk in the TNG50 galaxy which is dark matter

dominated from a much smaller radius. Further in the

section, we investigate if most of the FIRE2 galaxies are

general more disk dominated compared to the TNG50

galaxies in a similar mass range.

We now look at the mass fraction of the different com-

ponents of the galaxies within a certain height from the

disk mid-plane (|z| < 2 kpc) at different radii of the

disk (see the same Figure (12)). The mass fraction of

a particular component i (stars, gas or dark matter) is
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Figure 1: Rotation curves

1

Figure 12. Comparison of bar morphology in FIRE2 galaxy m12f and the TNG-50 barred galaxy with subhalo ID-542662.
The bar strength of m12f (∼ 0.2) is much lower compared to the TNG-50 bar (∼ 0.56) and the bar in TNG50 galaxy is more
rectangular in its morphology. The blue dashed vertical line denotes the bar length in both galaxies. In panel (a) and (c) we
show the circular velocity curves of different components (stars, gas, dark matter and all together) of the two bars. There is
a steep rise in the dark matter component for the TNG-50 bar, while the dark matter component rises slowly for m12f, which
makes the disk dominated by the stellar component. The difference in strength and rectangular morphology (see panel (b) vs
(e)) can be explained by the nature of rotation curves (for more details see text in Section (4.2.3)).

Figure 13. This figure shows the comparison of circular velocities (in top panel) and mass fractions (in bottom panel) of stellar,
gaseous and DM components in 6 barred galaxies (black) and 7 unbarred galaxies (orange) in FIRE2 and 91 barred galaxies
(blue) and 18 unbarred galaxies (red) in the TNG-50 simulations within the stellar mass range: 5×1010 < M?/M� < 1.1×1011.
The circular velocity of each component is estimated from equation 8.The mass fractions are within annular cylinders with a
z-cutoff of ±2 kpc (for more details see text in Section (4.2.3)). The FIRE2 galaxies are dominated by the stellar component at
the central region of the disk, while the TNG50 galaxies are dominated by DM as evident from the sharp increase in the DM
fraction in the TNG50 galaxies within a radius of 2.5 kpc (black vertical lines in bottom panels). The gas mass fraction in the
TNG50 galaxies is lower than in the FIRE2 galaxies, which indicates that formation of strong bars might be less favourable in
the FIRE2 galaxies.
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defined as the ratio of the mass of that component to the

total mass of all components, within an annular section

(r, r + dr) of the disk, Mi(r)/(Mbaryon(r) + Mdm(r)).

In comparison with the FIRE2 galaxy m12f, the TNG-

50 galaxy shows less dark matter content in the central

region of the disk and the mass fraction is dominated

by the stars. It intersects the dark matter fraction at a

radius of ∼ 9 kpc, after which the dark matter fraction

rises rapidly while the mass fraction of the other compo-

nents decreases close to zero. In m12f the mass fraction

of the dark matter component is larger in the central

disk region but it stays constant and comparable with

the other components (gas and stars) till the outer radii

of the galaxy disk (see plots for mass fraction in Figure

(4.2.3)).

To check if this is a general finding, we compare the

mass fractions and circular velocity curves of all the

FIRE2 galaxies with the TNG50 galaxies in a similar

mass range. In Figure 13, we compare the 6 barred and

7 unbarred galaxies in FIRE2 with the 91 barred and 18

unbarred galaxies in TNG50 in the stellar mass range

of 5 × 1010 < M?/M� < 1.2 × 1011 at redshift z = 0.

The circular velocity curves of the different component

and the mass fractions show that the barred galaxies in

FIRE2 are more dominated by the stellar disk at the cen-

tral region than the dark matter component and the gas

fractions in the disks in FIRE2 galaxies are higher than

in the TNG50 galaxies. Our results remain unchanged

if the selection is based on the corresponding DM halo

mass range (1010 < MDM/M� < 2.1× 1012). The dark

matter mass fraction is linked to the fraction of dark

matter that can exchange angular momentum with the

stellar bar as it rotates in the disk plane (Debattista &

Sellwood 2000) and following Athanassoula & Misiriotis

(2002) this might be one of the reasons why the FIRE2

bars and TNG50 bars are different in morphology and

bar strength.

4.2.4. Presence of bulge/concentrated DM halo

In the previous section 4.2.3, we found that the frac-

tion of dark matter is different for the FIRE and the

TNG50 galaxies. For more direct comparison we study

the dark matter density profiles of the galaxies in sec-

tion 4.2.3 and investigate which ones have more cored

profile. In Figure 14, we show the dark matter density

profiles of FIRE2 galaxies and the TNG50 galaxies in a

similar dark matter mass range of 1010 < MDM/M� <

2.1× 1012, and find that the DM density at the central

region (r < 1.0 kpc) at redshift z = 0 is slightly less

compared to the mean density of the TNG50 DM halos.

Figure 14. The plot is showing the dark matter density
profile as a function of radius for both FIRE2 and TNG50
galaxies in the mass range of 1010 < MDM/M� < 2.1 ×
1012. The DM density profiles in FIRE2 are less concentrated
compared to the galaxies in TNG50 having similar DM halo
mass.

In Table 5, we summarize the findings of section on

secular evolution 4.2 where we investigated the different

phenomena that affect bar formation.

4.3. Evolution of bar and disk properties

In this section we investigate the evolution of the bar

and disk properties in the FIRE2 galaxies to ask if there

is a connection between the disk properties and the evo-

lution of the bar strength. We first study the aver-

aged disk properties – the average stellar dispersion, the

stellar surface density and the Toomre-Q paramater of

the stellar disk and examine their connection with bar

strength. Next, we study how the bar length evolves

with bar strength and the disk properties. We also com-

pare the stellar mass- halo mass (SMHM) relation in the

FIRE2 and other cosmological simulations like Auriga

and TNG50, with the analytical form of the SMHM re-

lation from Behroozi et al. (2010). Finally, we revisit the

reasons why some of the FIRE2 galaxies do not form a

bar.

4.3.1. Connection between disk properties and bar strength

In Figure 15 we present the evolution of stellar dis-

persion and stellar surface density in the central (2 kpc)

region of the disk in the FIRE2 galaxies. The FIRE2

galaxies have a high dispersion ranging between 137-309

km/s at z=0. In comparison, the stellar dispersion in

the central region of the disks of the MW-mass barred

galaxy population in the TNG50 galaxies is lower. In
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Table 5. Physical phenomena affecting bar formation

Simulation Satellite Starburst Gas fraction Rotation curve Bulge/DM Bar Formation

Interactions
〈SFR〉10Myr

〈SFR〉1Gyr
> 2.0 within 2 kpc type Strength Mechanism

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

m12f many < 2 lowest A - strong SI

m12b many once > 2 lowest A - strong SI

m12remus very few few times > 2 low A - intermediate SE

m12romeo very few < 2 low A - intermediate SE

m12m very few once > 2 intermediate A - intermediate SE

m12w many many times > 2 decreases and bar forms B - intermediate SI+Gas

m12c too many twice > 2 intermediate B - intermediate and transient SI

m12i too many < 2 lowest B - weak and transient -

m12r too many many times > 2 high C - no bar -

Note—This table is under construction; SI - Satellite Interaction; SE - Secular Evolution; Rotation curve type (A)- highest Vc,DM , (B)- intermediate
Vc,DM and (C)- lowest Vc,DM .

Figure 15. The evolution of stellar dispersion (top panel)
and stellar surface density (bottom panel) in FIRE2 galaxies.
Stellar dispersion in FIRE2 MW-mass galaxies in the central
region are higher than the TNG50 galaxies. In the figure we
plot thicker lines for the duration of when A2/A0 > 0.1 for
the different barred galaxies.

Figure 16 we compare the stellar dispersion and stellar

surface density of the 13 FIRE2 galaxies with 90 TNG50

galaxies in a similar mass range (1.7×1010 < M?/M� <

1.1× 1011 and 1.08× 1012 < MDM/M� < 2.08× 1012).

The median dispersion for the TNG50 sample is 230.54

km s−1 (blue vertical line in top panel in Figure 16)

and most of the FIRE2 galaxies have higher dispersion.

Similarly, the stellar surface density (in bottom panel)

is slightly higher for the FIRE2 galaxies with a median

surface density of 1.6× 109 M�kpc−2.

We estimate the Toomre-Q parameter as described in

section 3.6 and create maps over the central 10 × 10

kpc2 region of the disks. Figure 17 shows the evolution

of the Toomre-Q in the central region of the disk dur-

ing bar formation for the 6 barred galaxies in FIRE2.

The Toomre-Q maps clearly trace the bar structure in

Figure 17, often accompanied by spiral structures from

the edge of the bar. At the central region the Toomre-Q

value is close to 1 but the value increases as we move

to higher radii. The Toomre-Q barred structure is most

prominent in m12f and the least prominent in Remus. In

Table 4 we present the minimum value in the Toomre-Q

for each of the galaxies. One point to note is that there

is a region in the disk plane where Q > 1 but not with a

vary high value. This region is appropriate for growth of

the bar by the Swing amplification phenomena as men-

tioned in section 3.6.

Figure 18 shows the evolution of bar length for the

two FIRE2 galaxies m12b (top panel) and m12f (bottom

panel), estimated with the Method 4 with the bar and

inter-bar intensity ratio Ib/Iib from section 3.3. The bar

in m12b grows steadily inside-out for a long duration

of more than 5 Gyrs, while, the bar in m12f maintains

almost a constant length when bar strength A2/A0 >

0.1. We also present the evolution of the bar strength

(m = 2) and other even Fourier modes (m = 4 and m =
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Figure 16. Comparison of stellar dispersion (top panel)
and stellar surface density (bottom panel) between the 13
FIRE2 galaxies and 90 TNG50 galaxies at redshift z = 0.
The blue and yellow histograms represent the 80 barred and
10 unbarred galaxies from the TNG50 galaxy sample in the
stellar mass range, 1.7 × 1010 < M?/M� < 1.1 × 1011 and
halo mass range, 1.08 × 1012 < MDM/M� < 2.08 × 1012,
with the median dispersion (top panel) and median surface
density (bottom panel) for the barred galaxies in blue vertical
line. The black dashed lines represent the stellar dispersion
(top panel) and stellar surface density (bottom panel) of the
FIRE2 disks, with m12b having the highest value and m12r
having the lowest value.

6) which follow the evolution of the higher amplitude

m = 2 mode. The large fluctuations in the bar length

are the signatures of perturbations in the disk as a result

of mergers (indicated by the black vertical lines).

4.3.2. Comparison of Stellar mass - Halo mass relations in
FIRE2 and other simulations

We investigate the stellar mass (SM) and halo mass

(HM) of the FIRE2 galaxies, the Auriga galaxies and

the TNG50 galaxies in the Milky Way mass range to

first study if they are comparable in SMHM relation

and whether the differences in the bar properties of the

FIRE2 galaxies and other simulations is related to the

differences in the abundance matching relations. Figure

Figure 17. The evolution of Toomre-Q parameter during
bar formation.

19 shows the SMHM relation for the FIRE2 galaxies

(Wetzel et al. 2022), the Auriga galaxies (Grand et al.

2016) and the TNG50 galaxies, along with the analyt-

ical SMHM relation from Behroozi et al. (2010). The

FIRE2 galaxy masses are from Table 1 (Wetzel et al.

2022) where the stellar mass (M?,90) is estimated within

a spherical radius that encloses 90% of the stellar mass.

The DM halo mass is total mass within R200m. For the

Auriga galaxies the stellar mass is estimated from the

sum of all stellar particle masses within 10% of the virial

radius of the halo, while the total DM mass is virial mass

of the halo (Grand et al. 2016). The stellar mass for the

TNG50 galaxy sample is from the IllustrisTNG pub-

lic database where the stellar mass is within twice the

half mass radius of the disk and the halo mass is from

the parameter SubhaloMassType, which takes into ac-

count total mass of the DM particles bound to the sub-
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Figure 18. The evolution of bar length along with the evo-
lution of bar strength in m12b and in m12f. The bar length
is estimated using method 4 in section 3.3 from the ratio of
bar inter-bar stellar intensities Ib/Iib, using equation 2. The
maximum and minimum values of Ib/Iib is plotted for com-
parison. The bar grows in length with evolution as the bar
strength increases. The large fluctuations in the bar length
measurement are due to oscillations in the bar strength (see
lower panels for both galaxies) that is often due to satellite
mergers (marked with black vertical lines). The bar is m12b
grows over a period of more than 5 Gyrs to finally reach a
maximum radial extent of ∼ 2 kpc. The bar in m12f exists
for a shorter duration and the bar length is most stable when
bar strength A2/A0 > 0.1.

halo. Figure 19 shows that the masses are comparable

between the three different simulations with the lowest

stellar mass in m12r.

4.4. FIRE2 galaxies that do not form bars

In this section we revisit the FIRE2 galaxies that ei-

ther do not form bar at all or show very weak pertur-

bation in bar strength for very short duration of time.

These galaxies are: m12r, m12i, m12thelma, m12louise,

m12romulus and m12juliet. We investigate possible rea-

sons for why these galaxies do not show bar instability.

m12r is the least massive among all the galaxies in the

whole sample and undergoes a large number of satellite

Figure 19. Stellar masses and Halo masses of Milky was
mass galaxies at z=0 in FIRE2, Auriga and TNG50 simula-
tions along with the analytical relation from Behroozi et al.
(2010). The stellar masses and halo masses of FIRE2 galax-
ies are from Table 1 (Wetzel et al. 2022). For the Auriga
galaxies the values are from Grand et al. (2016), where the
halo mass is the virial mass Mvir of the DM halo and the
stellar mass is within 0.1× rvir. The TNG50 galaxy masses
are from the public database (have to cite tng paper), where
the stellar mass is within twice the stellar half mass radius
of the disk and the halo mass is from the SubhaloMassType
parameter of the dark matter subhalo.

interactions all throughout its evolution that keeps the

disk very disturbed with highly fluctuating gas fraction

and frequent star bursts (see Figure 8). The stellar sur-

face density and stellar dispersion is the lowest in m12r

among all the FIRE2 galaxies. In addition to the above

if we consider the maximum disk hypothesis, according

to which massive stellar disks tend to form strong bars,

m12r is very unlikely to host a bar.

Like m12r, m12i also undergoes multiple satellite in-

teractions during evolution. But unlike m12r, it has low

star burst history during the later part of evolution (see

Figure 23) and a weak bar perturbation (A2/A0 < 0.1,

see Table 4) arises at the end of evolution for a very short

duration (Td < To). Throughout evolution it undergoes

very few strong satellite interactions (Θmax = 6.03 for

a satellite with Msat = 109).

The maximum rotation velocity of Louise is compara-

ble to the maximum rotation velocity in m12r, indicating

they are of similar mass. There are a few strong satel-

lite interactions (Θmax = 8.17 with Msat = 1010 M�) in

this galaxy. Additionally, the gas fraction is low and also
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there are very less number of starburst events, both of

which may favour bar formation. But there is a strong

bulge at the center of the galaxy. The presence of the

bulge and a less massive disk may hinder bar formation.

The maximum rotation velocity in Juliet is a little

higher than Louise but less than m12i. The disk does

not undergo any strong perturbation due to satellite in-

teractions (Θmax = 5.69), except a large perturbation

at 9.5 Gyrs, although that does not induce bar instabil-

ity. The major reason for the disk to be stable is the

presence of a strong bulge at the center.

Romulus has a massive stellar disk. Romulus does not

undergo very strong interactions with massive satellites

(Θ = 5.33 for an interaction with a LMC-like satellite

at a distance of 41 kpc) but it has a very strong bulge

at the central region and hence the bar instability does

not arise.

The stellar disk in Thelma has a weak perturbation

in the disk similar to m12i (A2/A0 < 0.1, see Table 4)

that doe not grow to a stronger perturbation and stays

in the disk for a very short duration.

5. DISCUSSION

In this work we investigate the 13 MW mass galaxies

from the FIRE2 cosmological hydrodynamical zoomed-

in simulations (Hopkins et al. 2018) to study bar for-

mation and destruction in a complex cosmological envi-

ronment. We find that in the FIRE2 simulations, 6 out

of 13 galaxies form bars as a result of satellite interac-

tions and secular evolution of the disks and also due to

a combination of both.

Massive satellites can perturb the disk with large tidal

force and also lead to large perturbation in the disk dur-

ing mergers. The perturbations often propagate to the

central regions of the disk that may eventually lead to

bar formation. During secular evolution of the proper-

ties of the disk have to be appropriate to host a bar. As

observed in multiple studies before, a cold disk (where

stars have more rotational motion compared to disper-

sion) with high stellar surface density, having low gas

content and low star burst is more likely to host a bar

instability.

The stellar feedback prescription in FIRE2 and the

lack of prescription for black hole feedback to mitigate

the amount of gas at the central regions, together make

the galaxies kinematically hot with stellar dispersion

ranging from 137 to 309 km s−1. The stellar disper-

sion in FIRE2 is high compared to other cosmological

simulations like TNG50 barred galaxies. Additionally,

the FIRE2 galaxies are disk dominated galaxies with

a slow rising circular velocity of the dark matter com-

ponent (see Figure 12). When we compare the rota-

tion curves of FIRE2 galaxies with the rotation curves

of MW mass galaxies in TNG50, we find them to be

more dark matter dominated towards the center, with a

sharply rising DM circular velocity curve. This suggests

that the core density is higher in the TNG50 galaxies.

Studies by (Athanassoula 2002; Athanassoula & Misirio-

tis 2002) have shown that differences in the dark matter

distribution in the disk regions of galaxies can explain

why we see both strong rectangular bars and weak el-

lipsoidal bars in the Universe. Their predictions explain

why FIRE2 bars are more ellipsoidal in structure and

weak in strength compared to many TNG50 bars where

the central disks are more dark matter dominated, the

bars look rectangular and have higher bar strength.

The presence of a stellar bulge is also an important fac-

tor that affects bar formation and bar strength. Some

of the galaxies in FIRE2 do not host bars (m12romulus,

m12louise, m12juliet) as they have a strong bulge com-

ponent. While some other galaxies show weak elongated

perturbations in the central regions of their disks (in

m12r, m12i and m12thelma) that do not grow in bar

strength and dissolve after a short duration. The weak

perturbations in these galaxies are not able to grow be-

cause some of these galaxies have higher stellar disper-

sion, some have less massive stellar disks and/or higher

gas fractions and high star burst history, and others un-

dergo large number of satellite interactions that keep

the disk disturbed through out evolution and hinder the

growth of the bar instability.

Some of the simulations in FIRE2 are re-run by includ-

ing cosmic ray (CR) physics (for example m12f, m12b,

m12w, m12m, m12c etc.) (Hopkins et al. 2020). We ex-

amine the host galaxies in these simulations to check if

the inclusion of CRs is affecting bar formation. We note

here that while the simulation re-runs have similar ini-

tial conditions, the stellar feedback in these simulations,

especially the supernovae explosions are randomly dis-

tributed over time for every new run. Some of the mas-

sive satellite interactions are close to coincident with the

encounters in the original simulations. However, we do

not expect an exact one-to-one similarity between the

simulations having CR and the ones that do not.

We find that some of the simulations including CR

physics show bar instability while some other do not.

m12b-CR and m12f-CR show a bar instability around

the same time as the non-CR simulations. The bar

strength in m12b-CR is very similar to that in m12b,

while the bar in m12f-CR is more weak compared to

that in m12f. m12m-CR and m12c-CR undergo large

overall deformation of the disk due to massive merger

events at the initial stages of evolution and they do not

show bar formation. m12w-CR also do not show bar
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formation. The main takeaway from these tests is that

the bar formation is not affected drastically by CRs. Bar

formation is mostly governed by other physical processes

as described in previous sections.

The bars in FIRE2 galaxies undergo multiple oscil-

lations of different frequencies in their bar strength

throughout their evolution. In these galaxies multiple

strong bar phases (A2/A0 > 0.1) are separated in time

by weak bar phases (A2/A0 < 0.1) (see Figure 3 where

the phases are separated by vertical dashed line). The

low bar strength phases seem to coincide with high star-

burst events (at 9.5 Gyrs and 11.0 Gyrs) in Figure 8.

The bar strength oscillations we see in the cases of bar

formation as a result of satellite interactions in Figure 6

appear to be different in nature from the oscillations in

bars that form through secular evolution of the disk in

Figure 7. Additionally, the bar strength is lower for

the later case. To understand the physical phenom-

ena behind the bar oscillations more rigorous analysis

is needed, that is being studied by Sanderson et. al.

Disk instabilities like bars and spiral arms arise in

galaxies in the physical Universe either due to gravi-

tational instabilities in the disk or due to satellite inter-

actions or flyby events, or due to combination of both.

Their origin is not due to poisson noise that are some-

times observed for bars forming in isolated galaxy sim-

ulations Dubinski et al. (2009). Bars in FIRE2 galaxies

form as a result of realistic phenomena, either due to

satellite interactions or gravitational instabilities in the

disk. Bar formation is not resolution dependent.

6. CONCLUSION

We find examples where bars form due to satellite in-

teractions and others where bars form secularly in the

disk. We observe that gas in-fall and outflow, catalyzed

by starburst events, make the disk less likely to host

a bar. Particularly, the stellar feedback prescription in

FIRE2, and the lack of a prescription for black hole feed-

back to mitigate the amount of gas in the galaxy center,

together make the disk kinematically hot. We verify

predictions from controlled simulations for the influence

of the disk mass fraction on bar length and shape. Our

work helps understand the complex mechanism of bar

formation in Milky Way type galaxies in a cosmologi-

cal environment. In contrast with the Auriga and Illus-

tris simulations, which use a different feedback model,

FIRE2 galaxies tend to be more disk-dominated, which

gives rise to shorter bars that are sometimes transient

in nature.
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APPENDIX

A. DIRECT ESTIMATION OF BAR PATTERN SPEED FROM EVOLUTION OF FOURIER PHASE ANGLE

In this section, we present the direct measurement of bar pattern speed in the FIRE2 galaxies in Table 3, for the

last 22 Myrs of evolution. During this time 10 snapshots are available in the FIRE2 data and with the high cadence

we measure the pattern speed by evaluating the variation of the phase angle φ2 (corresponding to the m = 2 Fourier

mode) with time. We measure φ2 at different annular radii with a bin size of 200 pc, at the central regions of the

FIRE2 galaxies. At each radii we estimate the slope of φ2 vs t, that gives the pattern speed Ωp = dφ/dt. To measure

the pattern speed corresponding to the bar, we first measure the length of the bar (or bar remnant) using the method

4 from Section 3.3, that is based on the ratio of density contrast in the bar and inter-bar region (Aguerri et al. 2000).

Some of the galaxies have bars at their central regions during the last 22 Myrs of evolution, for example, m12w, m12b,

m12c and m12remus. The bars other galaxies, m12f, m12m and m12romeo, have weakened to a remnant triaxial

structure by the end of the evolution. Still the pattern speed of these structures can be measured with the phase angle

φ2. Figure 20 shows the evolution of φ2 with time and the bar pattern speed at the radius corresponding to the edge

of the bar, for all the barred galaxies mentioned above.
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Figure 20. Direct measurement of bar pattern speed in the FIRE2 galaxies from Table 3, using the rate of change of Fourier
phase angle φ = 1

2
tan−1(b2/a2).

B. USE OF TIDAL INDEX TO SEARCH FOR SATELLITES

We investigate the FIRE2 galaxy satellites that can induce bar formation in the disk. Previously many studies have

looked into the formation of bars during galaxy encounters and flyby events (Lang et al. 2014;  Lokas et al. 2014;  Lokas

2018) to find that bars form in both galaxies having similar masses and bars form in the minor galaxy as it interacts

with the more massive one (Lang et al. 2014). Bar formation also depends on the orientation of the satellite galaxy

orbit with respect to the direction of the total disk angular momentum of the more massive galaxy ( Lokas 2018).

With the motivation of finding the satellites that may induce bar formation, we search for all the massive satellites

(Mtotal > 1010 M�) in the FIRE2 galaxies that undergo close tidal interactions. As this mass range of the satellite

galaxies consist of the LMC-mass satellites (Mtotal = 1.38+0.27
−0.241011 M�, Erkal et al. (2019)), we call the satellites as

LMC-like satellites. Figure 21 shows the tidal indices of each of the satellite galaxies in color, along with their DM halo

mass (Msat) and the their distance (DH) from the host center of mass. We find that the galaxies having the strongest

bars: m12f, m12b, m12w and m12c, undergo close interaction with a LMC-like satellite resulting in a maximum large

tidal index of Θ = 9.03, 7.55, 8.27 and 7.25 (see Figure 21). The intermediate strength galaxies, namely, m12m, Romeo

and Remus have lower maximum tidal index (Θ = 5.62, 6.65 and 6.05). m12m interacts with an LMC-like satellite at

a closest approach of ∼ 70 kpc with a low tidal index of Θ = 4.98. The galaxies Romeo and Remus do not interact at

all with LMC-like satellites throughout their evolution. Even in absence of strong interactions with massive satellite

galaxies m12m, Romeo and Remus show bar formation that forms during the secular evolution of the disk. There are

some galaxies in the FIRE2 sample that undergo multiple satellite interactions, some of them with large tidal index

that lead to the formation of weak bar like perturbations but they do not grow stronger. For example, m12r has a

less massive stellar disk and undergo multiple interactions that heats up the disk, making it difficult for weak bar

perturbation to grow. Thelma interacts few LMC-like satellites (with Θmax = 6.26) and also interacts with a less
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Figure 21. Tidal index of all the satellites in the 13 FIRE2 galaxies for a time period of 6.6-13.7 Gyrs of evolution (snapshot:
300-600). The points indicate the satellites in each plot with x-axis as the DM halo mass of the satellite Msat (in M�) and
the y-axis as the total distance of the satellite from the galaxy center DH (in kpc). The tidal index Θ = log10(Msat/D

3
H) is

presented by the colors, with the color bar in the range 4 < Θ < 9. All satellites having Θ > 5 are considered.

massive satellite (Mtotal = 5.5 × 109 M� and Θmax = 8.22) and forms a weak bar-like perturbation that does not

exceed A2/A0 > 0.1. m12i interacts with a few LMC-like satellites but all of them have low tidal index Θ < 6.

C. RARE SATELLITE INTERACTIONS IN M12M,

REMUS AND ROMEO

D. STAR BURST EVENTS IN ALL 13 FIRE2

SIMULATIONS
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the satellite interactions are less impactful with low tidal indices of interactions and as seen from the very calm outer disk for
Remus and Romeo.
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Figure 23. Galaxies having low star burst are more likely to host a bar compared to high star burst galaxies. In m12f and
m12b the star burst is lower than 2 and also the bars are stronger than other galaxies in FIRE2, while in m12r the disk does not
become bar unstable all through out the evolution. At the initial stage of evolution in m12w, the disk is very bursty and does
not host a bar. During the last 22 Myr of its evolution, m12w looses gas from the central regions and consequently star burst
events become very low. Only at this time m12w shows a barred instability. Other galaxies like m12m, m12romeo, m12remus
and m12i show very less star burst events. m12c shows more star burst events compared to m12f or m12b but the starburst is
less compared to m12w and m12r.
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